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ABSTRACT

Recent advances in the processing capabilities of Per-
sonal Digital Assistants (PDAs) have enabled the creation
of an end-to-end speech translation system which is com-
pletely hosted on an off-the-shelf PDA. Specifically, the sys-
tem presented includes an HMM-based large vocabulary con-
tinuous speech recognizer using statistical �-grams, a trans-
lation system, and, a speech synthesis system that outputs
speech in the target language. This paper describes the de-
tailed architecture of our system and the functionality of its
main components, focusing on the optimization efforts em-
ployed to achieve real time results on such a limited plat-
form. In a preliminary evaluation, the PDA system is found
to achieve comparable performance with the corresponding
system developed for desktop computers.

1. INTRODUCTION

With increasing international travel and commerce, auto-
matic speech-to-speech translation systems have attracted a
significant interest from both theoretical and developmental
communities. In recent years, a number of projects, includ-
ing C-STAR [1], VERBMOBIL [2, 3], BABYLON [4], NE-
SPOLE! [5] and EU-TRANS [6], have been devoted to ad-
dressing the issues of automatic speech translation. There
have been numerous efforts to achieve reliable and satis-
factory translations between languages using powerful re-
sources such as desktop servers and laptop computers. How-
ever, it is noted that such devices are not compact. Thus,
such systems are not convenient for mobile applications.
This limits the usefulness of such translation technologies.
Many realistic circumstances, such as business trips and
tourism, can only be effectively aided by a truly mobile de-
vice.

Independently, the development of increasingly power-
ful mobile computing platforms is reaching levels that are
comparable to the power of desktop systems of only a few
years ago. In order to bridge the gap between contemporary

This work is founded by the DARPA BABYLON project.
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slation systems and the current mobile computing plat-
s, we have employed a number of optimizations, signif-

tly enhancing the accessibility of our automatic speech
slation technology.
Automatic speech-to-speech translation is a highly com-

task. A large amount of computation is involved to
eve reliable transformation performance. Resources are
just computation limited, but the memory and storage
irements, and the audio input and output requirements
ax current systems to their limits. When the resource
and exceeds the computational capability of available
-of-the-art hand-held devices, a common technique for
ile speech-to-speech translation system is to use a client-
er approach [3, 7]. Here, the hand-held device (either a
ile phone or PDA) is treated simply as a system client,
the speech input is compressed and transmitted from
client to a back-end server that is much more power-
either over a wireless telephone network or a wireless

connection such as Wi-Fi (IEEE 802.11b). The en-
end-to-end speech translation task is conducted at the
er. Finally, the spoken utterance in the target language
nt back to the hand-held device, thus providing the user

io output on location.
There are several obvious disadvantages of the client-
er based approach. First, the service area is limited
cations where wireless connection are available. Sec-

, large vocabulary speech recognition over conventional
hone channels, especially unreliable wireless channels,
degrade the quality of the translation. Third, this ap-
ch limits the flexibility of the user’s control over the
all translation system, making highly customized ap-

ations much more difficult to design and deploy.
To address above issues, a fully functional translation
em needs to be entirely hosted on a hand-held device.
ently, Waibel et. al. presented a speech-to-speech trans-
n system running on a Windows-based PDA for a lim-
application domain [8], demonstrating the feasibility of
ideas. In this paper, we present a complete speech-

peech translation system that is deployed on a standard
on an embedded Linux operating system that trans-
spoken English to Mandarin Chinese. The translation



system is completely hosted on an off-the-shelf PDA, but
employs the same architecture as its desktop counterpart,
the MASTOR [9, 10] system.

Our PDA-based system achieves comparable translation
performance and speed to that found in MASTOR system.
Numerous optimizations were employed to improve trans-
lation speed and to reduce resource demands. However, the
system still maintains a large vocabulary continuous speech
recognizer that operates in real time, or near-real time. The
typical response time for an end-to-end translation is under
5 seconds.

This paper is organized as follows: Sec. 2 describes the
system architecture, as well as the hardware and software
specifications. Sec. 3 describes major functional compo-
nents, with particular focus on optimizations. Preliminary
evaluations of some major components are also provided in
Sec. 3. Sec. 4 includes a discussion and future work, fol-
lowed by a summary conclusion in Sec. 5.

2. SYSTEM OVERVIEW

2.1. System Architecture

Our previous work in speech-to-speech translation systems
[9, 10] included the development of a complete system based
on a desktop computer. We have maintained the same basic
architecture of this earlier system while adapting it to the
capabilities of a handheld computer.

Figure 1 shows the architecture of our speech transla-
tion system. The input speech is recognized using an au-
tomatic speech recognizer and then parsed by a statistical
natural language understanding (NLU) module. An infor-
mation extraction component is responsible for analyzing
the semantic tree obtained from the NLU. This component
is responsible for representing the (recognized) spoken sen-
tence information in a language independent “interlingua”
representation. This is combined with the canonical rep-
resentation of “named entities” such as numbers and other
attributes detected by our semantic model. The resulting
representations are sent to an natural language generation
(NLG) engine to render in the target language. The two
types of information are translated using distinct models,
with the the specific attributes of items, such as times and
dates, using conventional techniques familiar to the machine
translation community. The interlingua translation, how-
ever, uses statistical techniques and can perform consider-
able surface changes when required for the target language.
Finally, when a textual representation of the utterance in the
target language is complete, a text-to-speech synthesizer is
used to produce spoken output.
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1. System Architecture for a Speech-to-Speech Trans-
n System on PDA

Hardware and Software Specification

emonstrate the feasibility of building a system with our
ch translation architecture on a standard PDA, we select

target hardware platform as HP (né Compaq) iPaq PDA
el H3800, a popular and widely available device. The
essor shipped with this product is Intel’s StrongARM

based on ARM architecture with a frequency at ���
z. The system has �� MB SDRAM and �� MB flash

memory. The available memory for running our end-
nd speech translation system is about �� MB. For au-
I/O, iPaq products provide a push-and-talk button and
ntegrated microphone for speech input, as well as an
grated speaker for audio output. The PDA is further ex-
ded during development using either a IBM Compact-
h Microdrive, or a MultiMediaCard to provide addi-
al storage, mainly for the �-gram language model and
ionaries.
The original iPaq is shipped with Microsoft’s Pocket PC
2 operating system, In our system, the operating system
placed with Familiar [11], a full featured Linux distri-
on for the iPaq series, based on the embedded Linux
el. To sufficiently make use of existing system com-

ents found in the MASTOR desktop system, all of the
or components are ported to PDA platform and a num-
of portability issues have to be addressed. In addition,
erous optimizations are required to make the applica-
s fitting in the low footprint of hand-held devices. To
struct applications for such an ARM-Linux based hand-

device, a cross-compiler tool chain is employed using
nux based x86 host.

System Interface

re 2 shows a screenshot of this system running on iPaq
x. The users are allowed to configure the system work-
in two modes. One is the automatic mode, in which
user pushes the push-and-talk button to speak in his lan-



Fig. 2. Screenshot of IBM Speech-to-Speech Translation
System Running on Linux-based iPaq

guage. When he releases the button, the system will au-
tomatically present the recognized spoken input and syn-
thesize the translated utterance in target language. Alter-
natively, an interactive mode allows the user to correct the
speech recognition errors if any, repeat the utterance, or
make other changes before translation and synthesis is per-
formed.

3. SYSTEM COMPONENTS

This section describes some major modules embedded with
this hand-held speech translation system. To illustrate the
performance of each module, we evaluate these components
using the data-set in the domain of force protection and
medical triage, which is designed and collected for DARPA’s
BABYLON project.

3.1. Large Vocabulary Continuous Speech Recognizer
on PDA

The recognition module used in our mobile speech transla-
tion system is a HMM-based large vocabulary continuous
speech recognition engine using statistical �-grams. Un-
like most grammar based embedded speech recognition sys-
tems, our system has the vocabulary coverage and flexibility
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top or server based systems. To accomplish this, IBM’s

e vocabulary speech recognition system, as featured in
popular ViaVoice products, was ported to the ARM pro-
or architecture.
The speech recognition system takes as input speech
pled at a rate of �� KHz. The acoustic front-end uses
-dimensional cepstral feature vector extracted every ��

Blocks of 150 ms features are transformed using linear
riminant analysis into a ��-dimensional feature vector.
The English speech recognition system uses an alphabet
� phones. Each phone is modeled with a �-state left-
ight hidden Markov model. This system has approxi-
ely �� ��� context-dependent states modeled using more
��� ��� Gaussian distributions. The context-dependent
s are generated using a decision-tree classifier.

On the porting this large scale system to ARM architec-
, it is first noted that the StrongARM platform, unlike
Intel x86 series, has no integrated floating point (FP)
ware. It depends entirely on software that emulates
floating point co-processor. Despite much of the IBM
gnizer being developed to use mostly integer compu-
ns, our initial profiling experiments showed that sub-
tial amounts time were consumed by floating point cal-
tions. Therefore, significant efforts were made to com-
ely integerize the majority of the signal processing front-
and search components of this system. This includes a
d point math implementation of the following major rec-
izer components: the Mel-cepstrum feature extraction,
Gaussian likelihood computation of the context depen-
t phone models, as well as the procedures of fast match
detailed match during the decoding process. Floating
t calculations are still used in some portions of the recog-
n engine, but all of the the computationally expensive
ions of the code have been fully integerized.
Although not a major portion of the compute time, some
s were achieved by making use of the Intel’s Integrated
ormance Primitives (IPP) library which is optimized for
ARM architecture, for the fast Fourier transform calcu-
ns used prior to Mel-band energy calculation.

Fixed point code necessarily involves scaling to effec-
ly use the available dynamic range of the processor word
. In most cases, the amount of shifting was empirically
rmined using reference recordings. Thus the embedded
ch recognition system will not have the same flexibility
ealing with signals of unusually high or unusually low
al gain.
The remaining floating point calculations are handled
he use of software floating point routines. By default,
his architecture, the ARM FP instructions fault with an
efined instruction trap. This is caught and handled by
ARM Linux kernel. The use of traps has high overhead
is typically slow. Alternatively, software implementa-



Table 1. Speaker independent recognition performance in
the general dictation domain

Speaker Word Error Rate

ALD 11.09%
CFD 18.60%
JMD 14.40%
RGB 15.38%

Average 14.87%

Table 2. Speaker independent recognition performance in
the domain of force protection and medical triage

Speaker Word Error Rate

TIM 14.45%
ALL 11.51%

Average 12.98%

tions are available to emulate floating point calculations as
library calls. In this approach, a “soft-fp” enabled compiler
does not generate the FP instructions, instead library calls
are generated for each floating point computation. Typi-
cally, a “soft-fp” compiler generates much faster binaries
than those applications with FP instructions handled by ker-
nel. To enable the “soft-fp” support for our ported system,
a customized tool chain is built in this work, where the li-
braries in this tool chain are completely recompiled with the
“soft float” option turned on.

A statistical tri-gram language model with a large vo-
cabulary of ��� ���words was built for this PDA-based con-
tinuous speech recognizer. The language model is highly
compressed yet still requires 12 MB of storage. Currently,
the continuous speech recognition system functions in real
time, but a significant portion of the time is dedicated to tri-
gram language model lookups. This is due to the need to
access this large and sparse data structure which is stored in
virtual memory. Reducing the storage requirements and the
access time for the language model is ongoing work.

The large vocabulary speech recognizer for hand-held
devices was evaluated on the iPaq H3800 using multiple
test sets. Table 1 depicts the speaker independent recog-
nition performance using the test data from the general dic-
tation domain. The test set includes � male speakers, each
of them provides �� utterances. Table 2 shows the initial
speaker independent evaluation performance in the domain
of force protection and medical triage. In this experiment, �
male native speakers were dictating to the iPaq from a script
that contains ��� utterances. These results indicate that de-
spite the optimizations for fixed point calculations and the
reduced vocabulary language model, the recognition perfor-
mance is comparable to that seen on desktop systems.
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The recognizer as ported to the iPaq platform includes
f the support of the custom acoustic enrollments and do-
n specific language models as featured in the ViaVoice
gnizer. Use of these enhancements is part of our future
k. Currently, support for enrollment on the iPaq has not

ported, so another desktop computer must be used to
plete the model building for a specific speaker. How-
, the recent addition of non-interactive training should
e implementation of speaker dependent adaptation much
e straightforward.

Statistical Natural Language Understanding

natural language understanding (NLU) module embed-
within this hand-held speech translation system is based
he statistical parser employed in our telephony natural
uage dialogue systems [12]. This component uses sta-
cal decision-tree models to determine the meaning and
cture of the input spoken sentence. This is done by as-
ing a hierarchical tree structure to the recognized sen-
es as predicted by the statistical model. Trained from
d-annotated spoken sentences in the source language,
NLU model does not rely on any handcrafted grammars
ules. Unlike the system in [10], the two separate com-
ents, the “classer” and the “parser” have been combined
a single module for this task.

While the NLU module is not a significant computa-
al bottleneck, it is important to improve the runtime
d of this module to lower the overall response time of
ystem. An effort was made to reduce the runtime mem-
requirements and to improve the parsing speed. Pri-
ily, this involved reorganizing the statistical decision-
models. In addition, the “soft-float” emulation libraries,
escribed in Sec. 3.1, were used as well to improve the
d of floating point computations. Due to the dynamic
e of the probabilities in the NLU models, it is unlikely
an integerized version of this search would work as
. Presently, the parsing speed is about ��� second per
rance for our current application domain.
For application in the domain of force protection and
ical triage, a set of spoken sentences with ��� ��� utter-
s is used to evaluate the NLU performance. Approx-

tely, 85% of the collection is used as the training data,
is used as the evaluation test data to tune model param-

s, and the remaining 5% is used as the test data. Table
mmarizes the performance of this module running on
.

Statistic Natural Language Generation

h level semantic translation is performed by a natural
uage generation system using the semantic representa-
obtained from NLU module. The statistical natural lan-

ge generation module is based on the algorithms intro-



Table 3. Performance of the decision-tree based NLU in the
domain of force protection and medical triage

Data Training Evaluation Test Test

Size 8445 1023 536
Accuracy 95.31% 75.07% 70.70%

duced in our previous study [9], and has merged the meth-
ods discussed in [13]. The language generation module uses
maximum likelihood prediction based on maximum entropy
modeling [14, 15], where the models parameters are esti-
mated from a training corpus. No manually designed gram-
mars or knowledge bases are used in the building of the
NLG system.

In this implementation, several modules showed in Fig-
ure 1, i.e., the information extraction, phrase translation,
and statistical NLG, are integrated as a unified component
to accomplish the task of generation based on semantic rep-
resentations. Combined with the optimized NLU module,
these components compose the translation function of this
speech translation system. On porting this component to
ARM platform, this NLG module is reimplemented to fit
with low computational resources available on PDA. This
includes a more efficient implementation of search proce-
dures, as well as significantly reduced I/O routines.

After optimizations, the NLG component is able to run
much faster, which enables the entire translation procedure
of this system take less than real time (see Sec. 4), while
maintains the same accuracy level of the desktop based sys-
tem (i.e., with a concept error rate of 13.5% as reported in
[13]).

3.4. Text-to-Speech Synthesizer

The translated utterance generated from NLG module is syn-
thesized by a text-to-speech engine. Considering the limited
resources available for a mobile device, the current TTS sys-
tem is based on IBM’s formant TTS technology [16].

The formant based TTS system can synthesize an unlim-
ited number of voices, and allows flexible customizations by
modifying vocal characteristics such as gender, pitch, vol-
ume and speed. It also has the advantage of supporting un-
limited vocabularies. In effect, the TTS software can pro-
nounce any text that it is given. More importantly, format-
based TTS system has a small footprint and requires less
memory (about 3 MB for each language), which makes it
appropriate to be deployed in embedded applications.

To port the IBM TTS engine from x86 to StrongARM
Linux, the computations are heavily integerized. In addi-
tion, a number of portability issues, such as pointer align-
ment and memory overlays, as well as other performance
optimizations, are addressed in this work.
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[1]

[2]
For this PDA-based speech translation system, male, fe-
e and child voices are provided in its TTS component.
refore, the output voice can be easily switched accord-
to the needs of user.

4. DISCUSSION AND FUTURE WORK

speech-to-speech translation system presented in this
er is completely hosted on an off-the-shelf PDA. This
em includes an HMM-based large vocabulary continu-
speech recognizer using �-grams. Moreover, the entire
slation is performed in near-real time. Specifically, the
re translation procedure in this system, from the end of
king up until the start of playback of the synthesized
ch in target language is typically between 1 and 4 sec-

s, depending on the complexity of the spoken input.
At the time of writing this article, we are also work-
to provide translation from Chinese to English on the
e handheld device. Future work will be focused on im-
ing the overall end-to-end translation accuracy. This in-
es adapting an acoustic model for iPaq’s integrated mi-
hone, creating a more compact language model, as well
aking improvements in the translation models them-

es.

5. SUMMARY

is paper, we present a speech-to-speech translation sys-
that is deployed on a standard PDA for translating from
en English to Mandarin Chinese. This presented end-

nd speech translation system is completely hosted on
ff-the-shelf PDA running embedded Linux. This PDA-
d system maintains comparable translation accuracy and
d found in its desktop counterpart. This mobile transla-
system distinctively includes an HMM-based large vo-
lary continuous speech recognizer using n-grams. Fur-

more, the entire translation procedure is able to be per-
ed in near-real time.
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